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Kovac was the telecommunication manager for the state of New York and a CIO for a large computing center
located on the east coast. I've thought a lot going into this class about the issue of laptop use in large lecture
hall classes and we've decided to make that issue an explicit part of our strategies for the class. You might
describe a specific activity that is important to you and talk about the range of technologies you deploy in the
pursuit of these interests. These questions can be a paragraph or so and informal, but they are intended to help
the instructors better understand how the students are relating to the class materials and content. You do not
need to make sweeping arguments about "Today's Society" but you do need to argue how they impacted
specific aspects of your own experience. In academe, he has published or edited numerous books and texts
associated with simplifying complex communication technologies for non-engineering students to
comprehend. You might trace your evolving relations to computers from elementary school to the present.
This is the version of the syllabus I posted last year, which still forms the core of what I am doing this term.
Participation in online forum. While it can be hard to trace the origins of some of these videos, each was
posted by someone, for some reason. The terms and essay questions will be selected from a list circulated in
advance. Students will draft a short 5 page essay exploring their own relationship to new communications
technologies and practices. At MIT, my biggest class was 75, while enrollment for this class is over students.
Midterm and Final Exams. The grade will only be raised if the revisions substantively address one or more of
the criteria for the paper's evaluation. You might describe a particular program you use regularly and how it
impacts your day to day activities. I will have more to say about this down the line. I am using new media in
two senses here -- one is focused specifically on digital and mobile technologies, the wave of emerging
communication tools and practices that have emerged over the past few decades and the other is focused on
the process by which any emerging media technology gets absorbed into the culture. In each case, the paper is
going to be evaluated based on the ways you deploy your personal experience to construct an argument about
the nature of new communications technologies and practices and their impact on everyday life. We will see
what happens. Every week, students will be expected to use Blackboard's Forum to share a core question or
thought that emerges from the assigned readings. While the primary focus will be on digital and mobile
technologies and practices contemporary new media , the course will also consider a range of older media
when they were new - including print culture, cinema, television, recorded sound, photography, and the
telephone. Kennedy Community Schools in Los Angeles. They will combine identification terms, short
answer, and essay questions. Autobiographical essay. The questions will be projected onto a second screen in
front of the class. And each may travel from YouTube to other communities through social networking tools.
You will be evaluated based on the amount of research performed, on the quality of the analysis you offer, on
how you build off concepts from the readings and the lectures to help frame your analysis including, ideally,
direct references to specific readings , and on how well you understanding the nature of the new
communications environment.


